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ABSTRACT 

Understanding how individuals evaluate and make significant life decisions, such as selecting an 

academic major, is of critical importance to the future of higher education. When a discipline is 

chosen haphazardly, students risk the consequences of losing interest in their fields after 

graduation and in the workplace. It is not uncommon for individuals to experience external 

pressures and subconscious manipulations that steer their decisions in one direction over another 

when choosing a major. The current project investigated the motives behind choosing an 

undergraduate major by evaluating the roles of cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and 

self-efficacy in the decision-making process. A survey designed to assess the relative impacts of 

each aforementioned factor on both selecting an academic major and general decision-making 

was utilized to gather data for further analysis. Obtained results demonstrated the collective 

contribution of high levels of cognitive dissonance, low levels of selective exposure, and high 

levels of self-efficacy to the decision-making process. Interpretations of relationships among the 

three factors in this complex process allow the construction of a decision-making “model” of 

judgment, which may potentially aid academic advising centers to assist students in choosing a 

suitable major—this is an avenue for future research. Sound decision-making is not only crucial 

to selection of college major, but also warrants attention in numerous disciplines outside 

academia. One of these is embodied by the vast divergence of decisions encountered in the 

modern healthcare system, which unfortunately boasts many accounts of avoidable medical error 

and misinterpretation. Becoming more knowledgeable about the complexities of decision-

making that impacts choice of undergraduate major will thus contribute useful insight that can be 

harnessed to decrease the occurrence of desultory decisions.   
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INTRODUCTION 

A rather impactful decision many are tasked with is that of selecting a college major, 

which is often influenced by numerous motives, beliefs, and expectations. What goes through 

students’ minds when they choose a major? To what degree do they consider their beliefs, social 

pressures from family, friends, and community, and abilities as they eliminate certain options? 

Many students credit a single, and often superficial, motive for their choice of major, such as 

parental expectations, the potential of a well-paying job, or establishment of oneself in society by 

acquiring a certain status or title. The goal of this project was to investigate three specific factors 

– cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and self-efficacy – and quantify the extent to which 

they act on students’ decision-making process. Correlations and comparisons among the three 

chosen factors were utilized in the construction of a model that may be applied to various 

scenarios, both within and outside of academia, but will be particularly useful in academic 

advising and planning. The examination of existing literature surrounding the choice of 

undergraduate major did not contain any publication in which these three contributors were 

combined in a single study. A majority of scholars have either focused on a single factor or 

several without emphasis on their interaction. I am critically interested in understanding how a 

combination of influential factors – particularly cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and 

self-efficacy – are reflected throughout the decision-making process.  

BACKGROUND 

The decision of selecting a college major is one that has been examined through many 

lenses by scholars for decades. Although it is widely acknowledged that numerous factors impact 

the final choice, researchers have focused on a specific contributor, or several, in order to make 

their experiments more conclusive and applicable. One approach examined “stylistic 
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dimensions” of students’ decision-making, namely how student decision-making can be 

categorized as “rational, intuitive, dependent, avoidant, and spontaneous.” The characteristic of 

‘planfulness’ (the tendency to schedule, plan ahead, and budget resources) was found to – 

unsurprisingly – heavily impact the decision-making process (Galotti et al., 2006). It is important 

to consider an individual’s organization of future plans because of the simple fact that this vision 

guides decision-making at a fundamental level. More complex, however, is the amalgamation of 

external and internal factors that alter one’s ability to make sound decisions. By focusing only on 

internal predispositions, the impact of surrounding influences that inevitably – and potentially 

subconsciously – affect major decisions is neglected.  

Another perspective questioned the role of empathy in choosing one’s major. Using the 

Empathizing/Systematizing Quotient, this study concluded that women are more empathetic in 

comparison to their male counterparts, which contributes considerably to female decision-

making (Jacobs et al., 2019). Moreover, it was found that students in engineering and STEM 

fields are less empathetic than those of other majors, and that empathy and selection of an 

engineering major are negatively correlated. While highly generalized, these findings provide 

insight on how psychological differences may involuntarily lead to observable trends in major 

choice that can be diverted with proper education and early exposure. However, exceptions to 

these categorical distinctions likely exist, and may result in alternative conclusions.  

A more traditional assessment included the impacts of socioeconomic status, academic 

performance, high school curriculum, extracurricular activity involvement, gender, and self-

efficacy for academic achievement. Interestingly, it was found that being a first-generation 

college student increased the likelihood of selecting engineering disciplines, but only in male 

participants. Financial struggles result in females choosing a major in the sciences rather than in 
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engineering. Once again, it is apparent that gender may have a deeper connection to decision-

making than previously anticipated. In terms of self-efficacy reports, females generally feel more 

prepared to write, speak, collaborate, and learn effectively on their own, while males feel more 

equipped to analyze quantitative information and think critically (Johnson et al., 2017). By 

approaching the complex process of decision-making in a methodical manner that acknowledges 

particularly impactful contributors, one is able to recognize potential resulting consequences that 

may jeopardize completion of a certain goal.  

Existing research revealed insight on the effects of more traditionally suspected factors, such 

as gender and decision-making style, on choosing a college major, but no reviewed publication 

examined the impacts of the three factors investigated in this study. Cognitive dissonance is 

recognized as the negative mental state marked by tension, discomfort, and increased arousal in 

response to behavior that is incongruous or conflicting with one’s existing beliefs or goals 

(McGrath, 2017). This theory of distress caused by inconsistency between actions and values has 

not been fundamentally altered since the time of one of its original identifications by Festinger 

and collaborators (1959). It is this complex and underlying emotional turmoil that affects 

individuals’ pursuit of certain decisions or lack thereof. Individuals rationalize past and present 

choices when faced with difficult decisions by claiming that they never desired the option they 

did not select. This rationalization seeks to reduce cognitive dissonance subconsciously and has 

been demonstrated to occur instantaneously at the moment of decision in the absence of 

extensive deliberation (Jarcho et al., 2011).  

Selective exposure theory states that people tend to expose themselves to information with 

which they agree (Milburn, 1979). Social pressure and media influence are inescapable in the 

modern world, so individuals choose to “filter” through the commotion and identify ideas and 
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motives that are aligned with their personal outlook. The phenomenon of selective exposure has 

been indicated in decreasing the quality of decision outcomes (Fischer & Greitemeyer, 2010). 

This is manifested in a profound mismatch between the decision taken and the desired result. It is 

therefore important to be aware of its potential involvement in making certain choices so that its 

negative effects may be completely, or at least partially, avoided. Furthermore, related concepts 

of selective perception (conflicting opinions are distorted to be perceived as supportive of one’s 

ideals) and selective retention (individuals remember only the information that is consistent with 

their current beliefs) have a role in the magnitude to which selective exposure manifests itself 

across various circumstances (Milburn, 1979).  

Self-efficacy is acknowledged as the perceived ability to complete tasks towards the 

achievement of a goal (Williams, 2010). Expectations of self-efficacy come primarily from 

performance accomplishments, indirect experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological states 

(Bandura, 1977). These anticipations control the initiation of coping behavior, effort expended, 

and the duration of such actions and beliefs in the midst of perceived adversities and obstacles. 

High self-efficacy can lead to persistence, which aids in the completion of given tasks. 

Conversely, low self-efficacy may result in a lack of persistence and even a state of avoidance. 

Self-efficacy’s cognitive processing is influenced by enactive, vicarious, exhortative, and 

emotive sources of differential impact. Psychological procedures are believed to modify the level 

and strength of self-efficacy.  

THE CURRENT STUDY 

 In the context of past research, it is clear that decision-making is likely influenced by a 

slew of contributory factors, some of which may have yet to be named. This study prioritized the 

investigation of how cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and self-efficacy interact to lead 
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students to the decision of college major in an effort to understand how differential levels of 

these phenomena influence the complex decision-making pathway. As previously discussed, the 

discomfort created by dueling actions and beliefs generates distress that leads to an individual’s 

final choice during a personal dilemma. The likelihood that one would prefer to experience less 

of this negative mental state (either by “taking the easy way out” or making an uninformed 

decision) led to the prediction that high levels of cognitive dissonance likely impact the decision-

making process. The influence of selective exposure, the discernment and acceptance of 

compliant information, produces enticing ‘evidence’ that supports unfitting, and sometimes 

problematic, decisions. In the context of choosing a major, this might be manifested in the 

widely held belief that obtaining certain degrees renders it virtually impossible to find work after 

graduating. Information that condemns the pursuit of a particular major without additional 

research may deter students from selecting the academic pathway that most interests them in fear 

of facing financial insecurity, therefore resulting in the decision to take on a major track with 

which he or she is incompatible. One popular example is apparent when choosing a major in the 

fine arts – most students are aware of the narrative that “artists don’t make enough money to 

support themselves.” This perpetuated stigma leads to selection of a major that is more likely to 

yield financial success, such as engineering or political science. The internalization of this social 

belief, along with the fear of epitomizing it in the future, may therefore discourage those who 

would have otherwise selected art as their college major. Thus, it was hypothesized that high 

levels of selective exposure likely play a role in choosing an undergraduate major. Self-efficacy 

is an evaluation of one’s abilities to complete certain tasks and reach specific goals. This sense of 

aptitude is often tainted by comparison to others and, as discussed earlier, results in a mindset of 

inescapable competition. Thoughts aligned with a mentality that triumphs outperforming ones’ 
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‘rivals’ may subconsciously lead to feelings of inferiority. Based on this logic, I predicted that 

low levels of self-efficacy are involved in the selection of undergraduate major. 

A preliminary decision-making model was constructed to reflect these predictions (and later 

revised to more accurately represent obtained results). This model seeks to identify a potential 

schematic for decision-making in the framework of choosing a college major. High school and 

university advising centers may benefit from the implementation of such a model to provide 

additional insight to incoming college students in the interests of saving time, expenses, and 

unnecessary emotional turmoil due to more rapid selection of a major that is most suitable with 

their goals, passions, and abilities.   
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Figure 1 Per the predictions made above, lower self-efficacy (low confidence in one’s abilities) 
and high selective exposure (considerable influence from external pressures and social stigmas) 
along with high cognitive dissonance (internal distress due to contradictory beliefs and actions) 
are common drivers of major selection. Self-efficacy is depicted in red to indicate its relatively 
lesser influence on decision-making in the context of choosing an undergraduate major, while 
both cognitive dissonance and selective exposure are portrayed in green to implicate their 
relatively greater impact on the final choice of major. 

 

METHODS 

Participants 

Study subjects were recruited through the SONA system, an online platform that assigned 

0.5 credits to undergraduate UCR students for submission of the distributed survey. A total of 

198 participating students were asked to verify that they were older than eighteen years of age 
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and were capable of speaking and understanding English. This project collected potentially 

identifying information from human participants and thus required Institutional Review Board 

approval (HS-20-165), which was obtained before the deployment of the online survey.  

Materials & Measures 

In this study, survey questions tested the extent to which each of the three investigated 

factors (cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and self-efficacy) impact the processes of (1) 

choosing an undergraduate major and (2) general decision-making (see Appendix A).  To collect 

data on the extent to which cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and self-efficacy impact the 

choice of college major, an online survey was distributed to UCR students through the SONA 

system. The questions within the survey were quantified using the Likert scale, a “5- or 7-point 

ordinal scale used by respondents to rate the degree to which they agree or disagree with a 

statement” (Sullivan, 2013). A 5-point scale was employed for this project in which a score of 1 

indicates low levels of a particular factor, while a score of 5 indicates high levels of the factor 

influencing the decision-making process. Participants were asked to respond to each statement 

with a number from 1 to 5 according to the following: 1= strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = 

neutral, 4= agree, 5 = strongly agree. These numerical values correspond to relative levels for 

each of the three factors in regard to (1) the choice of undergraduate major and (2) decision-

making in general.  

 Questions reflected specific aspects of the three selected factors upon review of existing 

scientific literature in order to obtain relative ‘levels’ upon gathering and analyzing the data (See 

Appendix A). The questions utilized are original, inspired by previous studies. The survey was 

divided into two parts as mentioned previously. In the first part of the survey, the impacts of 

cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and self-efficacy on choice of college major were 
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evaluated. The following is one question included in this section: “When choosing my 

undergraduate major… I had second thoughts about my choice after reaching a final decision.” 

This question is one of five in the first half of the survey that examines the extent to which 

cognitive dissonance influences major selection. Uncertainty surrounding important decisions 

may stem from the internal conflict that arises from incongruent beliefs and actions. Therefore, if 

a participant answers with a score of 1, meaning that they did not (or seldom had) second 

thoughts after choosing their undergraduate major, a low level of cognitive dissonance is 

implicated. A score of 5 for this question would indicate the opposite. In the second half of the 

survey, study subjects were asked to assess the extent to which each factor impacted their general 

decision-making skills. One question included in this section is as follows: “In general… I make 

a mental list of “pros” and “cons” when I have to make a decision.” This is one of four questions 

presented to investigate the effect of cognitive dissonance on general decision-making. When an 

individual recognizes contrasting thoughts and actions, he or she may choose to mentally sort the 

positives and negatives (“pros” and “cons”) of making a choice that does – or does not – quite 

align with personal morals and values. A score of 5 for this question would indicate relatively 

high levels of cognitive dissonance at play, while a score of 1 would suggest the opposite in 

impacting general decision-making.  

The success of the survey was limited by the number of students in participation, the 

honesty of their responses, and the potential that the questions may not have embodied all 

possible categorizations that lead to a student’s decision in the context of the three specific 

factors examined. 
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Procedure 

 Participants signed up using the SONA system and redirected to the Qualtrics survey. 

After providing their informed consent, participants were prompted to read through presented 

instructions that explained they would be participating in a study concerning the impacts of 

cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and self-efficacy on the complex process of decision-

making. The survey was divided into two parts. The first half, consisting of fifteen questions, 

required students to answer with regard to their thought processes while choosing an 

undergraduate major, with five questions allotted to the investigation of each factor. Participants 

were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed with each presented statement using the 5-

point scale discussed previously. The second half of the survey requested that subjects answer 

from a more general stance to gain broader insight on the complexities of decision-making. This 

section presented participants with twelve questions, 4 for each examined factor. The survey 

questions took approximately ten minutes to complete. Upon submission of the survey, each 

study participant was awarded 0.5 credits in SONA.  

RESULTS 

The participant data collected from the online SONA system was run in the SPSS 

application. I examined descriptive statistics of each of the three constructs to examine their 

contribution to decision-making about the major. Obtained results were then used to revise the 

hypothesized model that can be utilized to consider the relative impacts of cognitive dissonance, 

selective exposure, and self-efficacy on the decision-making process, namely under the premise 

of choosing an undergraduate major.  
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Descriptive statistics on the constructs in the context of selecting a major 

 The means that quantify the contributory impacts of cognitive dissonance (M = 3.63, SE 

= 0.89) and self-efficacy (M= 3.62, SE = 0.82) on the choice of undergraduate major are higher 

than the mean reflecting that of selective exposure (M = 3.05, SE = 0.78). The three factors were 

found to be significantly correlated with one another. Between cognitive dissonance and 

selective exposure, a significant moderate positive correlation was observed: r(197) = 0.41, p < 

0.001. Thus, as cognitive dissonance increases, selective exposure does as well. As cognitive 

dissonance increases, however, self-efficacy decreases: r(198) = -0.22, p = 0.002. As selective 

exposure increases, self-efficacy is shown to decrease: r(197) = -0.22, p < 0.002.  

Descriptive statistics on the constructs in the context of general decision-making 

The means that quantify the effects of cognitive dissonance (M = 3.89, SE = 0.63) and 

self-efficacy (M = 3.80, SE = 0.71) on general decision-making are higher than the mean 

reflecting that of selective exposure (M = 3.06, SE = 0.62) – this mirrors the findings in decision-

making about one’s major. Cognitive dissonance and selective exposure were found to be 

significantly correlated, as were selective exposure and self-efficacy. Between cognitive 

dissonance and selective exposure, a significant moderate positive correlation was observed: 

r(198) = 0.29, p < 0.001. Thus, as cognitive dissonance increases, selective exposure does as 

well. A negative correlation was observed for the final pair: As selective exposure increases, 

self-efficacy is shown to decrease: r(198) = -0.14, p < 0.05. A nonsignificant correlation was 

found between cognitive dissonance and self-efficacy, r(198) = 0.03, p = 0.66. 

DISCUSSION 
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The results obtained in this study allow for the revision of the proposed model presented 

earlier. I had previously hypothesized that the process of decision-making in relation to choosing 

an undergraduate major would be impacted by relatively high levels of cognitive dissonance, 

high levels of selective exposure, and low levels of self-efficacy. Data analysis revealed that 

relatively high cognitive dissonance alongside low levels of selective exposure and high self-

efficacy more accurately describe the effectors that collectively influence the final decision of 

college major.  

The finding that high levels of cognitive dissonance contribute to the choice of college 

major had been accounted for in my preliminary predictions. Cognitive dissonance will remain 

labeled in green in my proposed model (See Figure 2) to indicate its extensive involvement in the 

decision-making process. Dueling actions and beliefs with the capacity to create internal conflict 

are central to what many individuals consider the ‘dilemma’ of making a sound and logical 

decision. This turmoil may be resolved with the identification of rivaling morals and choices, 

which could be incorporated into a routine self-assessment before making important decisions. 

An awareness of these common yet troubling intellectual oppositions will be important in 

controlling the influence of cognitive dissonance on significant decisions, such as the selection of 

undergraduate major. By confronting the inner dispute an individual may be struggling with, 

academic advisors, life coaches, counselors, faculty members, and mentors will be better 

equipped to help pinpoint the true area of dissonance. This will allow the individual to rationalize 

their final decision in the context of its alignment with the construct he or she most closely 

adheres to – that which supports the action or upholds the belief.  

 Because selective exposure has been implicated in decreasing the quality of decision 

outcomes (Fischer & Greitemeyer, 2010), the finding that relatively low levels of this 
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phenomenon are involved is somewhat reassuring. This indicates that selective exposure is not as 

impactful on final decisions as previously suspected, suggesting that external contribution has a 

greater potential to be controlled and assuaged in the mind. Selective exposure input is now 

labeled in red on the diagram to indicate its relatively lower involvement in decision-making. 

Efforts to decrease selective exposure by means of providing adequate information, discouraging 

the voice of mainstream media, and assisting students in recognizing internalized selective 

perception and retention will be valuable in yielding more reasonable and satisfactory major 

choices.   

Self-efficacy was found to impact the decision-making process in relatively high levels, 

which contrasts the hypothesis made before data collection. High self-efficacy is reflective of 

appreciable confidence in one’s abilities based on several factors, including, but not limited to, 

past accomplishments and indirect experiences (Bandura, 1977). Results indicated that high 

levels of self-efficacy are involved in decision-making. It is possible, however, that high self-

efficacy may reflect a true and correct assessment of ability or an incorrect perception thereof, 

which I am referring to as inflated self-efficacy. If past achievements and long-term goals are 

aligned with one’s personal evaluation of ability, then high levels of self-efficacy likely 

demonstrate a merited confidence in one’s skill.  It is also possible that some individuals who are 

unprepared to pursue certain degrees will require a personal assessment of how overconfidence 

may impact their ability to earn their degree of choice. It is not to be misconstrued that 

confidence in one’s abilities is detrimental to decision-making; however, the rationalization of a 

final decision ought not be made on the premise of self-efficacy in lieu of a more encompassing 

evaluation that incorporates cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and similar internal and 

external phenomena.  
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Figure 2 Revised decision-making visual model that reflects results of data analysis. Self-
efficacy, found to impact the choice of college major in relatively high levels, is now labeled in 
green to indicate this finding. Similarly, selective exposure is now labeled in red to reflect the 
finding that relatively low levels of this phenomenon affect major selection. Cognitive dissonance 
remains labeled in green to support the finding that relatively high levels of discomfort 
generated from dueling actions and beliefs contribute to the process of decision-making in the 
context of academia. 

 

Cognitive dissonance and self-efficacy can be described as intrinsic factors; that is, both 

primarily involve internal considerations built upon personal views and philosophies. Cognitive 

dissonance, the discomfort one experiences due to incongruent internal sentiments and choices, 

is the consequence of an intrinsic battle – occurring in the mind of a given individual. The same 

is true for the feelings of confidence surrounding the ability to accomplish a task. Self-efficacy is 

cultivated internally, possibly subconsciously depending on varying circumstances. Both 
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cognitive dissonance and self-efficacy are centered on internalized morals, values, and beliefs, 

which may be more difficult to ignore than extrinsic factors when trying to reach a final decision, 

which serves as reasoning for why these intrinsic factors are contributory to the complex process 

of decision-making at relatively high levels. While it can be argued that external events impact 

the establishment and materialization of cognitive dissonance and self-efficacy, it cannot be 

denied that the reverberations of both are predominantly experienced as events of self-reflection. 

Conversely, selective exposure, as implied, can be considered an extrinsic factor: observations 

and experiences in one’s external surroundings yield a newfound stance based on particular 

witnessed instances and details utilized to validate a decision. It is presumably easier to control 

the influence of input from the external world because individuals have the capacity to filter 

reservoirs of information on the basis of personal belief. Repercussions of selective exposure 

would more likely lead to reflection of one’s surrounding environment, thus implicating it as an 

extrinsically acting factor that affects decision-making relatively low levels. In choosing an 

undergraduate major, relatively high levels of cognitive dissonance and self-efficacy alongside 

relatively low levels of selective exposure contributed to the final decision. This suggests that 

intrinsic factors are relatively more influential compared to extrinsic factors in the complex 

process of decision-making, and, because of the aforementioned nature of intrinsic phenomena, 

may be more challenging to identify, rationalize, and control in the pursuit of a suitable and 

sound decision.  

As part of a future research direction, it will be important to examine which of the three 

examined factors is the most impactful in choosing a college major. The discovery of each 

factor’s relative impact on decision-making would permit a more extensive and embodying 

revision of the original visual model to further guide students in their evaluation of suitable 
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degree pursuit. Data on the interactions of cognitive dissonance, selective exposure, and self-

efficacy allow for the development of a diagnostic assessment, possibly in the form of a brief 

questionnaire, to help incoming college freshmen choose the academic pathway most logical for 

their interests, goals, abilities, and personal expectations while discouraging the inundation of 

misleading intrinsic and extrinsic effectors. Coupled with guidance from academic advising 

experts and the aforementioned introductory course, students will find themselves in a more 

informed position to make the most logical decision.  

 At a later stage of this project, conducting in-person interviews to attain qualitative data 

would enhance the quantitative data obtained and serve as a more personal approach to unveiling 

the complexities of decision-making. This will provide insight on the minute details that remain 

unapparent in a study design that relies only on Likert scale survey data. The effectiveness of 

such an endeavor would be impacted by the number of interviews conducted, honesty of 

responses, and participant diversity. Additionally, students differ vastly from one another and 

come from numerous backgrounds, so limited interview capacity may not provide generalizable 

data. Thus, an initiative to incorporate face-to-face interviews should be implemented as a 

supplement to qualitative results that will help shape the development of a refined decision-

making visual model. This was originally included in this study design, but it was not possibly to 

implement due to complications and difficulties arising from COVID-19.  

 Beyond the realm of academia, nuances of effective decision-making are often left 

unacknowledged and neglected. The healthcare system is one that routinely falls short in terms 

of routine decision-making considerations. Haphazard choices in many medical situations have 

led to irreversible trauma, an example of which is preventable surgery that becomes necessary 

after careless neglect of patient concerns. Because medicine is far more sensitive to effects of 
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human error than other professions, the implementation of sound decision-making practices 

involving self-awareness and reflection are nothing short of absolutely necessary. With 

additional research and future collaborative studies, a healthcare-specific decision-making model 

ought to be developed and implemented in introductory medical school courses to stress the 

importance of understanding the motives behind certain decisions. Patient procedures and 

treatments increase in risk when physicians fail to consider the impacts of personal biases (which 

can be linked to cognitive dissonance), blinding pride (the result of inflated self-efficacy), and 

medical stigmas (generated through selective exposure to perpetuated but oftentimes damaging 

healthcare narratives). Regardless of the duration of medical training a given physician may have 

undergone, there should be no permitted exceptions of refusal to evaluate medical decisions 

through the lens of potential contributors (in the event that a situation does not require 

emergency or immediate attention, of course). According to Johns Hopkins Medicine, medical 

errors are the third leading cause of death in the United States. The implementation of a 

healthcare-centered decision-making model would possibly decrease the horrendous 

consequences of frequent medical error and contribute to an increase in the quality of life for 

patients of all backgrounds, conditions, and circumstances.  

It is no question that students often choose their majors haphazardly based on preconceptions 

and expectations about what they find interesting, what they feel they can succeed at, and 

numerous other factors. The findings obtained in this study combined with those accumulated 

from future research endeavors have the capability of altering academic advising to prioritize 

informing students about the selection they have made. According to the U.S Department of 

Education, approximately 30 percent of undergraduates in associate’s and bachelor’s degree 

programs who had declared a major had changed their major at least once within three years of 
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initial enrollment (National Center for Education Statistics, 2017).  Implementing a mandatory 

first-year course for every major that focuses on introducing requirements, possible career paths, 

and essential abilities has the possibility to decrease the amount of major changes, college 

dropouts, and failing grades at any given institution. A course of this nature would incorporate 

the understanding that relatively high levels of cognitive dissonance and self-efficacy, alongside 

relatively low levels of selective exposure, contribute to the complex process of making a final 

decision. Helping students become more aware of how specific intrinsic and extrinsic factors 

may impact important choices will allow for more informed, logical, and suitable decisions to be 

made. This would lead to higher graduation rates, both overall and within certain disciplines.  

Additionally, those who do remain in the major they chose initially may be less likely to lose 

passion for their selected fields as they progress through higher education and the workplace. 

After having undergone preliminary exposure to their chosen major by means of an implemented 

introductory course, students will not only come to better comprehend expectations but will also 

be given an opportunity to evaluate their own suitability to a particular field. Deeper 

understanding of and appreciation for the pursued profession will also yield a higher quality of 

productivity and advancement in the taskforce after graduation. The more conscious individuals 

are of their decisions and the factors that influence the process, the less likely their choices will 

negatively impact themselves or others.  
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: Survey  

Researchers’ Key: 

[Red – score of 5 indicates a high level of cognitive dissonance;  

Blue – score of 5 indicates extensive effects of selective exposure;  

Black – score of 5 indicates high self-efficacy] 

 

Please provide your response to each statement below based on how much you agree or disagree 

with the following statements (1= strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4= agree, 5 = 

strongly agree). 

(1) When choosing my undergraduate major…  

1. I experienced some level of anxiety.    

2. I dreaded making the decision.  

3. I considered how my beliefs and goals would align with the expected outcome of 

pursuing my selected undergraduate degree.  

4. I was torn between more than one choice before making a final decision.  

5. I had second thoughts about my choice after reaching a final decision.  

6. I was pressured by my parents to choose a certain route.  

7. I was pressured by my friends and wanted to “fit in.”  

8. I felt pressured by the stigmas surrounding certain majors.  

9. I was motivated by the prospect of earning a high salary.  

10. I was driven by the potential of making a worthy contribution in my field of choice.  

11. I felt that I could excel in any major I chose. 

12. I did not choose the “easy” major.  
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13. I did not compare myself to others whom I thought would perform better in my chosen 

major. 

14. I did not doubt my ability to earn the degree of my choosing.  

15. I was certain that I would be able to finish my undergraduate education in 4 years.  

 

(2) In general… 

1. I consider my morals and values when making decisions.  

2. I have an issue with saying “no” in certain situations.  

3. I make a mental list of “pros” and “cons” when I have to make a decision.  

4. I have trouble with being decisive because I don’t know what information is reliable. 

5. I don’t usually draw evidence from many sources when evaluating different choices.  

6. I am easy to persuade.  

7. I will consider doing something if everyone else is doing it.  

8. I am usually correct in my intuition.  

9. I am certain that if I put my mind to something, I can achieve it.  

10. I often receive encouragement from those who are closest to me.  

11. I don’t allow my past mistakes to affect my confidence.  

12. I have a well-thought-out plan for my future.  

  




